COMING THROUGH
THE STORM
Annual review 2020-21

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
Well, what a year it has been! Things were
looking promising mid-year 2020 with
the possibility of coming out of lockdown
and the lifting of restrictions, only to find
ourselves back in lockdown at the end of
the year and beginning of 2021.
Alyson Heath
Chairman

However, it was during this period that
the needs of our families were at their
greatest, with families having to manage
home schooling, also trying to work from
home and in many cases managing the
extra stress of redundancies.
Our leadership team worked from home
with Martin, our CEO, co-ordinating
proceedings from the office at Garton
House. They are all to be applauded for
their hard work and commitment to the
work of FSW.
Our practitioners, under the guidance
of Elaine, have worked tirelessly to
continue the high level of support
that many of our families needed,
giving reassurances, food parcels and
signposting them to where they could
find additional support. In 2020/21 they
supported 382 families and a total of
1179 adults and 1210 children. These are
very similar numbers to last year as
our usual referral sources were not in a
position to make referrals and our focus
was on maintaining and increasing our
support to existing families rather than
taking on new cases.

Nikki together with Gemma have
continued to put in bids and have done a
marvellous job in securing many grants
during this period.
Our supporters have also been so
generous with their giving over the last
year. When all events stopped this did
not stop them donating, enabling the
team to carry on with their valuable
work. We also saw an incredible
response from the general public in so
many ways.
On behalf of the Trustees, I know you
would wish me to thank Martin and the
FSW team for all their hard work during
these difficult times.

A WORD FROM OUR CEO
On 25 March 2020, we closed the office
and began to work remotely to ensure
that we were all safe and compliant with
the Covid regulations that had just been
announced by the Prime Minister.
Martin Auton-Lloyd
CEO

Phones were transferred, homeworking
was set up and off we went. By the 1st
of April I was back in the office (I could
walk across Brighton and barely see
another person on the street). This meant
that we could then keep the food bank
running, we could deal with the post
that was streaming in and the cheques
that so many people sent us could be
banked.

the painful decision to make some
people redundant. This was solely to
protect the frontline services and ensure
that we had sufficient funds to meet the
demands that were being made.

For a year the challenges continued but
you, our supporters, were amazing. The
donations of food, toys and money were
at times overwhelming. Knowing that
you were out there in your homes, facing
Other sources of support and networking your own challenges of lockdown, you
for our families (playgroups, children’s
kept FSW and our families firmly in your
centres, afterschool clubs) had
sights, so a big thank you to all of you.
suddenly stopped, and only a very
Looking forward we know our income
restricted number of children were still
will dip, but we do need to increase the
able to attend school. It was obvious
number of practitioners to satisfy the
to us that to prevent major problems
demand for our work in new areas. Some
within our families we had to keep our
of our surplus is already committed to
support running and to give them some
the four new posts that we recruited in
semblance of continuity in an uncertain
March 2021. We have also committed,
world. Our practitioners were great; they
if our income remains strong, to adding
were inventive, creative and focused on
another four practitioners to the team in
following the guidelines but at the same
January 2022. So, looking back we have
time ensured that families knew we were
got to say thank you for all that you
still there for them.
have helped us achieve in a time like no
For the office team it was very different. other, and looking to the future we know
With the majority of them on furlough
we have much more to do as the effects
of the pandemic become clearer.
it meant there was uncertainty and
insecurity. Sadly, we did have to make

WHAT WE DO
Our work is driven by our mission statement “Building
Stronger Families”. We help families across Sussex
who are experiencing multiple challenges to access
appropriate services, develop coping strategies and
build their confidence to become stronger.
We also provide a range of drop-in
services, support groups and family
activities. With our network of 11 highly
experienced and qualified family
support practitioners, we provide a
holistic approach which enables us
to develop a trusting relationship
with families and guide them to find
solutions to their problems.

and homeschooling has hit them the
hardest, making our work more vital
than ever.

The exact nature of our support to each
family will vary, and depends entirely
on their needs. Usually this will be a
combination of home visits, one-to-one
meetings and group sessions, but as
you can read later in the review, during
this year we had to adapt the way we
The families referred to us may be
provided our service to families. We also
experiencing a single challenging
help families to access the practical
situation or (most commonly) have
support they need (such as food parcels
multiple issues which are affecting
from our in-house foodbank or support
their lives. In this year the main issues
with fuel bills from our winter fuel fund).
for referral were poor mental health;
Our emotional support is an important
children with special educational
part of our offering as well, giving
needs, and financial hardship, but we
individual family members the chance
have also supported families dealing
to talk to somebody they trust outside
with relationship breakdown; parental
their family circle, and receive guidance
ill-health; substance misuse; domestic
abuse and refugee and asylum seeker
on managing difficult situations and
families. A full breakdown of the reasons advice on dealing with other agencies
to resolve specific issues.
for referral can be found later in the
review.
We are there for a family for as long
as they need us. There is no time limit
The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
has been acute for our families in the
on our support and we will only step
last year. Barely able to cope before the away when a family feels stronger and
virus took hold, the effect of multiple
able to cope on their own.
lockdowns, furlough and redundancy

Harry’s story
During lockdown, a young single father
was referred to me by the local church
after a relationship breakdown meant
he was rehoused from Kent to Sussex.
He now lives in social housing in a
very isolated part of rural East Sussex.
One of the main problems is public
transport, which is very sketchy and
expensive. His GP surgery is quite a
distance away from where he lives and
although it is in a small town, there are
no direct routes by public transport
that can get you there. To make matters
worse, his mobile phone network signal
is very poor in his area. He has to leave
his flat and walk down to the local post
office to get a good signal, which is
very inconvenient as it means taking
his daughter with him each time he
needs to make a call. So, for a while,
I was making a lot of phone calls on
his behalf - to his GP surgery, housing
association and so on. I have since
encouraged him to change providers
as the only way to reach him was by
WhatsApp. Moving forward, the church
and I worked together to find a solution
to the lack of transport and discovered
the parish offers a free taxi scheme that
he could join. He can now access free
taxis to and from any doctor’s visits or
hospital appointments.

Lastly, living in such an isolated spot
has impacted his mental health. Prior
to living in the area he and his partner
were living in a large city where they
had friends and family, easy access
to shops, transport and so on. He has
since separated from her and is even
more isolated as a single parent. I am
now in the process of exploring a house
transfer with him, so he and his child
can be closer to his family and all the
necessary amenities.
This summer, they will be having a much
needed break at the Mothers’ Union
caravan in Selsey and we have even
found a volunteer driver to take him and
his daughter there and back. Although
his situation is still very difficult, it
is thanks to the close links between
FSW and the local community that we
have been able to make a significant
improvement to his daily life. We will
carry on helping him and his daughter
until he is able to make his own way
without our support.

The issues facing our families

88% of families had
mental health issues

43% of the families had
a least one child with
special educational
needs

27%
were lone parents

43% received help
around employment
and benefit support

21% of families
going through family
breakdown or divorce

43% of families were
in financial difficulty
(debts or paying bills)

21% of parents
were ill or disabled

31% of families had
experienced domestic
abuse in the last year

The difference we make...
Last year
we supported...

1,210

children
17% 0-5 years old
43% 6-11 years old
24% 12-15 years old
16% 16-18 years old

29% positive
increase for families
coping with
physical health

50% positive increase
in parents meeting the
emotional well being of
their children

25% have had
improvements in
setting boundaries
and supporting
children’s behaviour

382

families

3,743

Food
deliveries
made

58% positive
increase for
overall well-being
of parents

45% increase in
families providing
economic stability
within the home and
their financial situation.

41% have had
improvements in their
social networks in
spite of lockdowns

Staying strong
through the pandemic
supporting our families through Covid-19
By Elaine Waight, Director of Services
Looking back to the end of March
2020 we had no idea what was about
to confront us as an organisation.
Suddenly we found ourselves cut off
from the very families we needed
to help as we were all forced into
staying at home. Those early months
were hard going for everyone, but
for our vulnerable families this was
doubly hard.

We were fortunate that the weather
was mostly good enough to make these
meetings possible, and were careful
to adhere to all restrictions and follow
planned risk assessments.

Unfortunately we were not able to hold
any of our regular big family events
due to the restrictions but we were
determined that families should be
able to still enjoy some activities. In
However, FSW practitioners are eversome areas, families were given picnic
resourceful and we found ways and
boxes to take off for a day out on their
means to support families through these own. Other deaneries organised day
unprecedented times. Home visits were
trips for individual families. Others
replaced by phone calls; text messages; set up treasure hunts around their
emails; Whatsapp and Facetime.
local town, sending families out in
Just like most other people, we found
search of pictures that they needed
ourselves learning how to Zoom or use
to photograph and giving out prizes
Teams video conferencing. We kept up
to families who completed the task. In
our food deliveries to support many
some areas we sent out craft or cooking
families across the diocese and some
packs to individual families, so they
practitioners were able to do brief
could make the items, photograph
doorstep visits to those families who
them and share on the FSW Facebook
were particularly struggling with the
pages. There was a lot going on across
lack of personal contact.
the diocese and families felt involved
and supported. We also worked in
As restrictions started to ease in the
partnership with other organisations
summer, our practitioners were able
such as Fareshare, local supermarkets
to do more face- to- face meetings.
and other charities to offer even more
Doorsteps and gardens became
support. There was so much generosity
meeting places, and socially-distanced
in the local communities.
walks in the local parks were common
ways of conducting our support visits.

Christmas plans were disrupted at the
last moment but we ensured that all our
families enjoyed a special Christmas. We
were able to give gifts, toys, food hampers
and turkeys. This is something we do
every year, but somehow this year felt
more special and we were amazed by the
generosity of our supporters. Immediately
after Christmas the lockdown tightened
and this was probably the hardest time
for our families, stuck at home with all
their children. It was dark, cold, wet
and miserable and mental health was
certainly strained in both parents and
children. Our practitioners were all
working extremely hard but continued
day by day to support, encourage and
be there for the families. They were able
to liaise with schools and get some of the
more vulnerable children back into school
faster, which was an enormous help. We
were also able to provide several schools
with food deliveries which they passed on
directly to families in need who weren’t
normally supported by FSW.

Across the country we were aware
that high numbers of families were
experiencing domestic abuse and
safeguarding issues. But within the
families we supported, these issues
remained relatively low, which I feel is a
good indicator of the positive support
we were able to give to our families
that meant they didn’t fall into worse
circumstances. We were able to maintain
and support them throughout and pick
up on issues early before they became
bigger problems.
It was a great sense of relief when the
children were able to fully return to
school in March 2021 and we were able
to start opening up more, planning a few
activities for the Easter holidays both
virtually and in “real life”. We may have
to live with Covid-19 long term, but we
have all learnt that we can do our work
and support families in a really positive
way using many mediums, not just home
visits. I am very proud of my team of
Family Practitioners who have worked
so diligently throughout this challenging
period and have become so resourceful
in finding new ways of working. I will
take this opportunity to say a big “thank
you” to all of the team and all those who
support us.

Jon’s story
We have been working with a family of
four for the last three years. The elder
of the two children had recently been
diagnosed with autism, which made
family life difficult. The husband had
been long-term unemployed due to
a previous shoulder injury and had
been unable to get back into work.
Prior to the first lockdown the father
successfully gained employment at a
local sawmill but again, following a
small injury with his hand, he had to
stop working. The family were under
severe financial strain which impacted
their relationship negatively. With
increasing tensions, the couple decided
to separate and the father left the
family home.
At the beginning of the first lockdown
the father visited the family home but
due to fast moving restrictions ended up
staying in the family home for 12 weeks.
The mother was finding this situation
extremely difficult so we looked for
alternative accommodation for the
father. Through the kindness of local
deanery volunteers, an invitation to

stay at a holiday home in the local area
was made whilst he looked for more
permanent accommodation. Further
down the line, another offer of a small
flat from a local volunteer ensured that
he did not become homeless. With more
stable accommodation, he was able to
start thinking about the next steps.
We helped him prepare his CV and
supported him to apply for meaningful
employment. Before Christmas 2020, he
secured a job as a Heavy Goods Vehicle
driver, driving long haul around the UK.
The couple are now separated and the
father is in contact with the children
on a regular basis. We are providing
support to the mother for the child’s
autism diagnosis and all family
members are doing well.
It is great to see a new chapter
opening up for both parents where
all family members can start afresh
whilst maintaining a good relationship
with each other, and particularly the
children.

Quotes from our families
“I just want to say that hand on heart, I am so thankful for all
of your support. You are the only person that really supports me
and the kids. You are always there for me, you listen, you never
judge me and when you say you will do something, you do it.”
“I would just like to say how I’ve appreciated Gail over the
lockdowns we have had. She's always there at the end of
the phone if things become too stressful and helps in any
way she can. She's been a lifeline in this time of Covid.”
“Your organisation has been
amazing, a complete lifeline
at a very difficult time.
Thank you so much!”
“I don’t know what I would do
without you. You are a source
of huge support to me and my
family and I feel my life is
better because of you.”

“May I say a very big thank
you for your help during this
time, indeed throughout the
pandemic. Your advice and
understanding goes a very
long way”

Fundraising
in a pandemic

By Nikki Kerr, Director of Fundraising and Marketing
This is normally the time when I write
about all the events and community
activities which took place during the
year to raise money for us. But this
year was very different. Suddenly,
our Eastbourne shop had to close, we
couldn’t run any events and our local
deanery committees could not plan
and organise any of the fundraising
activities which normally make such
a large contribution to our income.
The immediate concern once the first
lockdown was announced was ensuring
enough income to keep our frontline
services running.
We were fortunate that a number of
large funders announced emergency
Covid funding programmes. As there
was a real media focus on struggling
families during the lockdown, our work
was a perfect fit for their priorities and
we were eligible to apply for many of
these. With a lot of hard work from the
team we were successful with over 80%
of these applications, including funding
from the CAF Coronavirus Emergency
Fund, the Julia and Hans Rausing Trust
and the National Lottery Community
Fund, all of which helped to fill the gap.
Whilst the fundraising team was busy
writing grant applications, our amazing
supporters were asking us what they
could do to help. With nobody able to
run a coffee morning, attend a quiz
night or get involved in any of our
normal activities, they knew without

being asked that we would still need
funding. We were touched by their
generosity and the cheques which
kept arriving in the office with notes of
encouragement.
In the small break between lockdowns
at the end of the summer we were
finally able to run a very small number
of events. We provided teas at two
Open Gardens (Butler’s Farmhouse
and Knightsbridge House), following
all Covid protocols in place at the time.
We were also delighted to hold an
abseil at Peacehaven Cliffs at the end
of September, welcoming participants
aged 10-78 and including a team from
Fairfax Properties. Fairfax had been
a huge support to us at the start of
lockdown by doing regular supermarket
shops for us to keep the foodbank fully
stocked, and it was fantastic to have 6
of their staff back again for this event,
which raised an incredible £14,000.
As we reached the end of the year in a
solid position, I am hugely thankful to
everybody who helped us in this most
challenging of years for fundraising.
The combined efforts of the staff
team, our individual supporters and
the various community groups who
recognised and responded to our needs
meant that we finished the year in a
very positive position and able to look
forward and make plans for 2021. It will
certainly be a year to remember.

FINANCIALS
This year we are reporting (quite incredibly) an income of
almost £1m, something that we could never have predicted
at the start of the pandemic.
With success from emergency Covid grants and generous individual donations
helping to fill the gap left by the closure of our Eastbourne shop and the lack of
fundraising events, we ended the year with our biggest ever annual income. We
also made full use of the Government’s job retention scheme. Our expenditure was
reduced as a result of halting of our family activity programmes and closing remote
rented offices, so we ended the year with a surplus, some of which has already
been designated to fund new posts from April 2021. However, we know that future
years will not be as successful as the competition for income will grow harder and
emergency grants will no longer be available, and that this year’s income total is
unlikely to be repeated for the foreseeable future.
Thank you to the following in particular for your support this year

Income

Donations

£246,045

Grants

£397,985

Deaneries

£96,580

Legacies

£17,383

Fundraising events

£16,549

Government (Job Retention Scheme) £124,406
Shop

£22,107

Investments

£60,062

Other

£17,479

Total

£998,596

Charitable activities

£671,419

Fundraising

£115,346

Trading

£58,202

Total

£844,967

Expenditure

We would like to extend our thanks to all who have
helped make this year’s work possible through
their financial contributions, in particular:
Allchurches Trust Limited

Ian Askew Charitable Trust

Barkshire Charitable Trust

Isabel Blackman Foundation

Bassil Shippam & Alsford Trust

John Jackson Charitable Trust

Bell Hostel Trust

John Lewis Partnership Community Team

Big Lottery Fund Awards For All

Julia and Hans Rausing Trust

Bognor Regis Lions Club

Laing Family Trusts

Borrows Charitable Trust

Little Cheyne Court Windfarm Community Trust

Budding Foundation

Magdalen & Lasher Charity

CAF Coronavirus Emergency Fund

Martin Lewis Coronavirus Emergency Fund

CAF Resilience Fund

Mid Sussex District Council

Chalk Cliff Trust

National Lottery Community Fund

Childhelp Hassocks

Peacehaven Town Council

Church Welfare Association

Pebble Trust

Clarion Futures

Rotary Club Of Cuckfield & Lindfield

Co-op Local Community Fund

Rye Fund

Chichester Diocesan Board of Finance

St Bernard’s Charity

Diocesan Mission Fund

Sussex Community Foundation

D’oyly Carte Charitable Trust

Sussex Crisis Fund

East Grinstead Common Good Trust

Tesco Bags Of Help

Ernest Kleinwort Charitable Trust

The 29th May 1961 Charity

Fairfax Properties

The Cherry Family St George’s Trust

Fonthill Foundation

The Emily Mills Trust

Foreshore Trust

The Ironmongers Company

Francis and Eric Ford Charity Trust

The Leathersellers’ Company Charitable Fund

Garfield Weston Foundation

Three Oaks Trust

Gatwick Airport Community Trust

Trusthouse Charitable Foundation

Gwyneth Forrester Trust

Uckfield Town Council

H A Holliday Charitable Settlement

Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards

Hon W K Gibson’s Charity Trust

In addition, to all of our Friends, our deanery committees and our volunteers
who have supported our work so generously over the last 12 months

Scan to
donate
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